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Eve Collection Lounge 
for comfort and style.
Creative public spaces. The sleek lines of the Eve Collection take shape from the desire to 

provide a contemporary solution to reception areas, waiting rooms, open plan team areas, 

lobbies and training rooms. 
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Elegant
Combining metal, wood and upholstered elements, the Eve Collection

Lounge delivers form and aesthetic relevance. Linear chairs, loveseats

and sofas along with one-, two- and three-person benches are also 

included in the Eve Collection. Each one has the option of upholstered 

or brushed aluminum arms on either or both ends. Alternate armless 

chairs and club chairs with arms for a comfortable and stylish 

collaborative area. 

The Eve Collection includes 

rectangular, oval and round 

occasional table solutions. Each

style is offered with laminate tops

or fully upholstered top options.

The oval occasional table can be

specified with metal spacers to

achieve a floating top aesthetic.

Making First Impressions Occasional Tables
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Touchdown
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Large, open public spaces offer the opportunity for various work styles to

coexist. Eve curved banquettes promote private conversations or necessary

solitude within any gathering space. Optional rear shelf surfaces increase

the seating/work area without requiring additional furniture. Flex 

collaborative products redefine modern touchdown spaces.

Open Space Collaboration



Eve Oasis
Eve Oasis provides a fresh approach to collaborative 

settings. This contemporary solution transforms 

reception areas, waiting rooms, open plan team areas,

lobbies and training rooms into a flexible array of intimate 

conversation areas. Or hideaway and take advantage of

some much needed solitude.

Creating Intimate Settings

5875, 5823, 5831
Banquette, Table, Bench
Overall dim: 68"W x 56"D x 53"H

5827UA
Club Teaming/Chair 
30"W x 31"D x 34"H
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Dine
Comfort and quality

Meet, relax and recharge on this

elegant high-back version of Eve.

Offering comfort and privacy in

high traffic areas, Eve Oasis is 

the ideal solution for dining or

hotel lobbies; open plan or 

collaborative meetings within 

office spaces. Integrate Flex

ottomans with high back Eve

Oasis for casual gathering or 

use as a functional side table.

Mix shapes to create a distinctive

environment designed for relaxed

comfort. Choose from dozens of

upholsteries in our quick ship 

selections or any of thousands 

of graded-in upholsteries.
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BTR534TB - 48 X 30
Milan Base with Rectangle Top
48"W x 30"D x 29"H

1554
Upholstered Cube
20"W x 20"D x 18"HEve  ·  Lounge Seating
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1104 Bedford Street

High Point, NC 27263

(p) 800.447.3462

(f ) 800.231.6784

www.hpfi.com
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All HPFi® products in this brochure are certified to level® 2. level, BIFMA’s 

sustainability certification program for furniture, is a comprehensive and

transparent third-party certification program. The level mark attests that 

the product, our manufacturing facilities and our company have been 

evaluated against the multi-attribute criteria of the ANSI/BIFMA 

e3 Furniture Sustainability Standard.


